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Masterful practice leads to success. If you constantly repeat and strengthen your mistakes in
swimming, how can you expect better results?Freestyle is the fastest swimming style.At the
same time, by the perfect technique, it is also the most economic style. It lets to cover the
longest distance by the lowest application of force.For many people swimming in the pool was a
struggle for survival, but often after doing some exercises and getting to know a bit of knowledge
has become a pleasure. Understanding the principles on which movement in water is based and
then practising them is the fastest way to improve swimming technique.In this book you will find
numerous drills which will help you learn more about the front crawl and improve the
technique:propellers,feeling the water,a high elbow,swimming without any effort,breathing,open
water swimming,controlling your speed,and more.In the past it was generally believed that one
has to be born with a good technique, but, as we know from the experience of many coaches,
the technique is being developed during training. Nowadays, it is a good technique that gives
advantage to the best contestants during competitions, when leaders have strength and
endurance at the very similar level. It often happens that the difference between contestants
during competitions amounts to 2 hundredths of a second. In such a case technical nuances are
decisive, for instance the fact that during the finish a contestant is pushing his shoulder
excessively forward, hits the wall with stretched fingers and gains a few centimetres in this
way.Nowadays the experience of the best swimming coaches is available not only to the
selected professionals - this knowledge may be also used by you. You can also get familiar with
these drills. If you improve your technique, you will swim faster using the same or even less
effort.The drills presented in this book are described in such a way that everybody can
understand them, do them on their own and achieve better performance. In order to facilitate
learning, drills are divided into chapters in which they are grouped into ones developing similar
skills or body parts. However, this division is not very strict, because numerous drills develop
many things simultaneously - in such a case these drills are not repeated in subsequent
chapters. That is why I encourage you to familiarize with all drills before you choose those you
will find most useful:Body Position In The Water.Feeling The Water (Propellers)Work Of
Legs.Work Of Arms Above The Water.Work Of Arms Under The Water.Breathing.SpeedHelpful
Turns And StartsOpen Waters (Triathlon, Swimming Marathons)EnduranceAs an interlude
between chapters you will find quotations about swimming.Better performance in swimming can
be achieved by adaptation to the water environment. To achieve that, we strive to develop our
strength, endurance and technique. Water is not a natural environment for a human being, but
we are capable of adapting to it.Not every practise makes perfect, but the masterful practise
leads to a success.If you constantly repeat and strenghten your mistakes in swimming, how can
you expect better results?Start training consiously and enjoy your success!You've got an
important decision to make. Do you want to discover how to swim better and faster?Unlock your
potential today by thinking how exercises from this book change your Freestyle Swimming



Technique.
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TABLE OF CONTENTSTABLE OF CONTENTSHOW THE TECHNIQUE CAN CHANGE THE
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THE WATER.Drill aimed at showing water properties.Lying on the water - back.Lying on the
water - abdomen.Swimming on your side, alternate movements of legs (movements like in front
crawl stroke).Swimming on your side, your legs move together (movement like in butterfly
stroke).Swimming on your back, legs work together (movements like in butterfly stroke).Playing
with a hockey puck.Pull buoy between your ankles, using only your arms.Shoulders move to
your chin while you are lying on your back.Swimming the front crawl using only one arm.One
hand only.Drill with your legs crossed.Back crawl - front crawl.FEELING THE WATER
(PROPELLERS).Water swirling.Propeller with your legs in front of you.U Propeller - forearm.U
Propeller - only your hand.Propeller - hands behind you work alternately - the pushing
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your back.Stretching your arms towards the ceiling.WORK OF ARMS ABOVE THE
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into the water.Limited breathing.Without breathingBreathing on the inconvenient sideDelayed
breath after turnsSPEEDAt a snail’s paceSwimming short distances very fast (maximum
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FINAL WORDSTO SUM UPMaterials aimed at technique improvementGadgets - a few words
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HOW THE TECHNIQUE CAN CHANGE THE WORLD.When we observe the best swimmers
during competitions we can see that they move gracefully. Their movements are more beautiful
than the ones of an average swimmer. As in all sport disciplines, good performance does not
only depend on strength and endurance - the way in which particular muscles cooperate with
one another is also of great importance. Your swimming technique can be good due to the
appropriate cooperation of muscles and proper body position.Better performance in swimming
can be achieved by adaptation to the water environment. So as to achieve that, we strive to
develop our strength, endurance and technique. Water is not a natural environment for a human
being, but we are capable of adapting to it.Remind yourself of your movements when you were
learning to swim. How long did it take you to swim one length of a swimming pool? How much
effort did you put into doing this? How does it look today?We can improve our swimming



performance by swimming lengths of a swimming pool for many years. By doing this we can
build our muscles, improve our endurance, but, at the same time, our body tries to overcome
water resistance in a natural way and our technique is improving automatically- it is a long-
standing process. In this way thousands, even hundreds of thousands swimmers have been
trained for many years all over the world. Nowadays we can choose a shorter way - consciously,
due to dedicated drills, we can make more rapid progress while working on our
technique.Nowadays the best swimmers, in order to improve their performance, develop not
only their endurance, strength and speed, but also they put much greater emphasis on the
improvement of their technique than swimmers in the past. They spend hundreds, thousands of
hours a year doing drills aimed at improving their technique. It is because one cannot increase
one’s speed without improving one’s technique and it results from the basic laws of physics.
Water is much denser than air and that is why forces exerted by water are higher than forces of
air during running or cycling. Below I will mention only a few basic variables which determine our
movements in water:frontal resistance of our body that is the force slowing down our movements
in water,buoyancy making our body stay afloat,effectiveness of your strokes that make your body
swim.Each year we have new world records and it is possible because of constant
improvements in a swimming technique, which means taking advantage of the laws of science in
a better way and to our advantage.In the past it was generally believed that one has to be born
with a good technique, but, as we know from the experience of many coaches, the technique is
being developed during training. Nowadays, it is a good technique that gives advantage to the
best contestants during competitions, when leaders have strength and endurance at the very
similar level. It often happens that the difference between contestants during competitions
amounts to 2 hundredths of a second. In such a case technical nuances are decisive, for
instance the fact that during the finish a contestant is pushing his shoulder excessively forward,
hits the wall with stretched fingers and gains a few centimeters in this way.Nowadays the
experience of the best coaches is available not only to the selected professionals - this
knowledge may be also used by you. You can also get familiar with these drills. If you improve
your technique, you will swim faster using the same or even less effort.If you take part in
competitions, you are surely aware of the fact that it is good to understand the reasons for
performing particular drills recommended by your coach and get familiar with the new ones.If
swimming has been a real struggle for you, you will become aware of the fact that swimming can
be effortless and, what is more, it can give you a lot of fun.In the past, swimmers used to improve
their technique by swimming thousands of kilometers. Due to tiredness, swimmers were
unconsciously getting adapted to water conditions by gradual improvement of their technique.
Unfortunately, this process was very slow and required many years of training.Today, by doing
particular drills, you can improve your performance in a shorter period time and derive more
pleasure from swimming. However, you have to remember that doing drills suggested in this
book is not enough - you have to use the acquired knowledge in swimming. That is why you have
to devote 30-60% of your training to use the acquired skills in swimming the front crawl



stroke.The drills presented in this book are described in such a way that everybody can
understand them, do them on their own and achieve better performance.In order to facilitate
learning, drills are divided into chapters in which they are grouped into ones developing similar
skills or body parts. However, this division is not very strict, because numerous drills develop
many things simultaneously - in such a case these drills are not repeated in subsequent
chapters. That is why I encourage you to familiarize with all drills before you choose those you
will find most useful.I encourage you to work on your swimming techniqueand I wish you every
success.Piotr J. KoberJump to TOC The water is your friend... you don’t have to fight with water,
just share the same spirit as the water, and it will help you move. - Aleksandr PopovHOW TO
EXERCISE - A FEW SUGGESTIONS HOW TO ACHIEVE MAXIMUM EFFECT.The most
important step in the improvement of swimming skills is to become aware of the advantages of
the fact that you are able to improve your technique. CONGRATULATIONS! Your interest in this
book proves that you have already achieved this stage.While holding this book, reading or
listening to subsequent chapters you will be improving your knowledge which will contribute to
your improvement of swimming skills through practical drills. You can set your goals on your own.
You may want to swim faster, derive more pleasure from swimming or prove your rival that you
can outdistance him by the length of a hand. There can be hundreds, thousands of goals, which
means that everybody can have one’s own, but you will achieve them only when you try to
improve your swimming technique.IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT you find the reason why you want to
work on your technique - then you will see the effects more quickly.Learning a given skill
comprises 4 stages. Generally, we will use short names to describe them: IGNORANCE -
THEORETICIAN - PRACTITIONER - HABIT. The awareness of this fact significantly facilitates
learning new skills, without extending the time of particular stages.Jump to TOC Being your best
is not so much about overcoming the barriers other people place in front of you as it is about
overcoming the barriers we place in front of ourselves. It has nothing to do with how many times
you win or lose. It has no relation to where you finish in a race or whether you break world
records. But it does have everything to do with having the vision to dream, the courage to
recover from adversity and the determination never to be shifted from your goals - Kieren
PerkinsThe 1st Stage of Competence - Unconscious Incompetence (in other words - THE
IGNORANCE).It occurs when you are not aware of a given fact. You may have even heard
something about a given subject, but are not able to say what it is about.You may not have
realized before that numerous factors have influence on you style and speed of swimming.
These are, among others:the way you lie on the water - including: the work of internal muscles of
the lower back, the strength of abdominal muscles, relaxation,the position of a head in the water
- its immersion, position in relation to the spine, where you are looking,the way in which you
move your arm above the water - whether it is relaxed, what is the position of an elbow in relation
to the hand (high elbow),the place and the way in which you put your arm into the water -
whether you immerse your hand in front of or near your head and whether you immerse parts of
your arm in the following order: your fingers, wrist, elbow and shoulder,a grip of the water -



whether you feel that water is firm under your palm or you rather cut through it, whether you use
a propeller,pulling - whether it is an accelerated motion - from a slow one to faster and faster, or
whether your swim with the same force and speed all the time,the work of legs - the coordination
with the work of arms, the position of legs in relation to each other, whether you push the water
with you sole or and whether your knee is stretched all the time or it is clearly bending,the way
you breathe - after how many cycles you breathe in, how high you raise your head, whether your
breaths are shallow or you fill up the whole lungs,turns - how far you swim after a turn, whether
you take a breath immediately when you emerge from the water, how many metres you swim
floating without any movement under the water, whether you make additional leg kicks,starts -
what distance you cover after a start jump, whether there is a big splash of water when you go
into the water, how deep you go when you plunge into the water, how many metres you swim
floating without any movement under the water, whether you make additional kicks,speed
control - whether you can control your speed during a swimming race, whether you swim with
constant, higher or lower speed at the subsequent stages of the distance,finish - whether you
swim faster at the last metres of the distance, whether you breathe in during the last metres,
whether you gain some centimetres by swimming up on your side and pushing your shoulder
and with your arms stretched (stretching of a body) and whether you touch the wall with both
hands or only one hand.Now that you have already gained some knowledge, you have an
opportunity to reach the next stage. I am sure you are waiting impatiently for what you will find in
the remaining part of this book.Jump to TOC The man who is swimming against the stream
knows the strength of it. - Woodrow WilsonThe 2nd Stage of Competence - Conscious
Incompetence (in other words - THEORETICIAN).You reach this stage you are aware of the fact
(you have knowledge), but you lack competence. For instance, you know that your arm should
be relaxed above the water, but you cannot do it yet.At this point you will understand that when
you are not fully conscious (you do not quite understand how to do something) it is not possible
to reach subsequent stages.That is why, before you start doing drills, you have to be sure that
you understand them in a proper way. I suggest that you imagine yourself doing the whole drill in
a proper way step by step before you actually do it so that you can be sure that you remember all
details.Jump to TOC I have big friends who won't go swimming because they're too
embarrassed about it. I feel that’s such a shame, because actually people should be
encouraging fat people who are exercising to do it, not pointing and laughing. - Jo BrandThe 3rd
Stage of Competence - Conscious Competence (in other words - PRACTITIONER).You reach
this stage when you concentrate consciously on some skill and you are able to demonstrate it in
a proper way. It is the stage of action, when you can perform a task in a perfect way, but it
requires concentration on particular actions.At this stage it is essential to do drills very precisely.
Especially in the beginning you HAVE TO do drills slowly so as to control each element and be
aware of each mistake.Many people believe that when they do something quickly it will be
easier. Unfortunately, this opinion is misleading, because when you do something quickly, there
is a greater possibility of making mistakes. It results in going back to the previous stage of



Conscious Incompetence. That is why it is not until you perform a task slowly and correctly that
you can perform this task a bit faster.Another repeat of the drill will get you closer to your next
stage. You will start to think that you can perform more and more actions unconsciously - they
are becoming habits. Nevertheless, you have to remember to be accurate and beware of
developing bad habits. The example of such a mistake is less accurate (or weaker) pulling on
one side, because one arm is working with smaller force.Jump to TOC For myself, losing is not
coming second. It's getting out of the water knowing you could have done better. For myself, I
have won every race I've been in. - Ian ThorpeThe 4th Stage of Competence - Unconscious
Competence (in other words - HABIT).The stage of perfection that is the time, when you can
perform a given action without concentrating on it. Consciousness is only needed to start the
action; the rest is performed automatically and does not require attention. If a given action is
directly connected with other, preceding action, then we do not have to pay attention (we do not
need our consciousness).If you want, you can get pleasure from other things, for instance, you
can admire the weather or recall beautiful moments of the previous day during performing your
task and it will not have any impact on the quality of your performance. Your consciousness
decides on tasks, but the performance of these tasks is left to unconsciousness. You are not
thinking about the position of your body or when you will have to start using other muscles. If you
practice something for a sufficient period of time, you will reach this stage and develop a habit.At
this point, the skill becomes the unconscious competence.Jump to TOC Believe in yourself, not
only in swimming, but in life itself. You always have to have fun. You have to have an open mind. If
you're not enjoying it, don't do it. Life's too short. - Debbie MeyerStages of Competence -
summary.You will go through the process of skill acquisition many times, because when you
reach the 4th stage, you will become aware that there are new facts or factors you have not
noticed before. Your new level will allow you to notice and understand your mistakes. It is
heartening that it is not starting from the beginning, because now you start from a different level
and use the experience you have already gained.Even current champions once started and they
were able to reach such a high level, because they have gone through the aforementioned
process many times. However, even champions have to constantly work on the improvement of
their technique by the reduction in the number of mistakes and adding some new elements that
influence their swimming technique.Jump to TOC I wouldn't say anything is impossible. I think
that everything is possible as long as you put your mind to it and put the work and time into it. -
Michael PhelpsSo as to maximize the effects of drills, I suggest you the following:Repeat in your
mind „I am swimming swim better and better, because I am working on the technique” as often
as possible. It is especially worth doing this when you are tired, for example, when you are
coming close to the end of some exhausting distance. According to the research of sports
psychologists, mere consciousness can lead to the improvement of our performance. Now you
are probably thinking if you can also take advantage of this fact.The best time for doing drills is
the beginning of your training, just after a warm-up. Then you are the strongest, both physically
and mentally, so it is easier to concentrate on accuracy. You can do some of the drills during your



warm-up.Before starting each drill, it is worth devoting a little time to imagine you performing its
consecutive elements. Because of this you will be sure that you remember all the elements of
this drill.Try to do mock drills when you do them for the first time. For instance, while swimming
with fists clenched, make a full arm movement when you are standing on the bottom of the
swimming pool or on the shore.In the case of most drills one should not repeat one drill more
than 3-4 times (lengths of a swimming pool) during one workout, because drills cause mental
tiredness (learning new skills) and it is more difficult to maintain the quality we are striving for.Try
to work on one drill for a few weeks in a row. If you repeat a given drill at least once a week for
3-4 weeks you will achieve better results than if you do new drills during each class.You should
not work on more than 4 new drills simultaneously in one week.If you have problems with doing
some drill, you should concentrate on this drill as long as you are able to do it in a perfect way
and only then you can learn another drills or more advanced versions.Drills which you can do in
a perfect way can be repeated as often as you want, but during one workout you should not do
repeat them more than it is recommended. Otherwise, physical and mental tiredness will cause
low effectiveness.While performing continuous swimming drills of medium and low intensity, try
to use skills acquired during drills. It is better to concentrate on one competence during one
length in order to do it in a perfect way. On the next length concentrate on another skill.
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Thad Smith, “Great content. Just started and really enjoying this book, but amazed that I’ve
already noted 2 MAJOR typos.  See photo...”

Swimming fan, “Useful book. If you like swimming and you want to improve your technique, you
have to try the exercises from this book. There are many drills for different parts of body. One
thing that is missing are the pictures for each exercise but they are well described, so you can
easily do them by your own.”

Kurt Barr, “.. Very detailed book on technical aspect of drills. Will help you find the points in your
stroke that are lacking.”

Guntherus, “Five Stars. Contains some useful tips for free!”

Julian Pitcher, “Julian - France. No nonsense approach and analysis of drills to improve
technique for doing front crawl - some I have already been taught, and now I have a few more to
start trying. thanks.”

The book by Piotr J. Kober has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 12 people have provided feedback.
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